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Disclosure

We declare that neither we, nor any immediate member of our 
families, have a financial arrangement or affiliation with any 
corporate organization offering financial support or grant monies for 
this continuing medical education activity. In addition, we do not 
intend to include information or discuss investigational or off-label 
use of pharmaceutical products or medical devices.



Outline

■ Introduction by Kris Calvin
– AAPCA approach
■ Legislative advocacy case study
– Policy issue & solution
– Identifying a decision-maker
– Stakeholder mapping
– Coalition building
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Outline/Learning Objectives

1. Advocacy— Defined 
2. AAP California Mission & “Hot 

Spot”Priorities
3. Effective & Efficient Advocacy: Your 

Personal Advocacy Priorities & 
Compelling advocacy argument 
template

4. Partisan Backdrop
5. Online Advocacy Tools  



 Advocacy
The process of urging a person or entity 

that has the power to make or 
influence a decision to do so the way 
you wish.



Scope / Range of Policy/Evidence 
Needed
The mission of the American Academy of 

Pediatrics, CA is to promote  the 
physical, mental, and social health and 
well-being for all infants, children, 
adolescents and young adults living in 
California.



:
HOT SPOTS  for Advocacy (2020)

● ACCESS including  racial & ethnic parity, & 
special populations 

● PANDEMIC POLICIES incl telehealth; PPE; 
physician wellness; well-child visits & 
vaccines; pediatric practice & children’s 
hospital financial support

● VACCINES
● MENTAL & BEHAVIORAL HEALTH 



Effective & Efficient Advocate

*Above The Noise

*Compelling  
  Arguments



NOISE
Select 1-3 Priority 
Areas of Advocacy

    For 3 months say “no” to 
    anything else in   
    advocacy; stretch to say 
    “yes” to at least one of 
      your Areas of Advocacy

     (choose now…)



AAP California Model
CRAFTING  A COMPELLING ADVOCACY ARGUMENT

1. Shared problem

2. “Head”: 2 data points

3. “Heart”:  A story



Another Kind of Noise: Partisan Divide



Based on polls of “registered voters”
29% Republicans   31% Democrats
38% Independent/DTS

BUT “Independents” nearly all strongly lean 
(think PLATFORMS NOT PARTIES)

50%= Democrats + Lean D 
   45% = R + Lean R 

About 8 million more Dem/Dem leaning voters in U.S. 



What does the future hold?
○ The Young ○ The Diverse



Party preference by age, nationwide (including “leaners”):

• 71-88: 52% R vs 43% D
 
• 50-70: 48% D vs 46% R

• 35-50 : 48% D vs 43% R

• 18-35: 59% D vs 32% R 



                                                           



   Combat noise with:

1. Focus (1-3)

2. Reality (Change is coming) 



Important Online Advocacy  
Tools: CA State Advocacy

● AAP California Bill List 
● California Official Bill List



www.aap-ca.org/advocacy











leginfo.legislature.ca.gov





“Post-Partisan Advocacy”: Modeling the  
Advocacy Behavior We Wish To See In Others
● Angry vs. Calm
● Personal/ “name-calling” vs. Focused on policies
● “Rough” language (profanity & slang) vs.  Respectful word 

choice
● Reactionary vs. thoughtful/informed

Constituent: Use the power you have: call on YOUR 
representative! 



Breakout  Rooms - Intros

■ Introduce yourself!

■ Have you been involved in legislative advocacy?

■ What did you learn from the experience?

■ Are there tips you would give to first timers?

■ Anything you would want to do differently from last time?



What do you wish you could 
change?

■ What is a recent situation in the clinic or hospital that really left me burned 
out because I couldn't address the root cause?

■ Could this problem be fixed by a governmental policy change?

■ What would you like to ask policymakers to do to address this problem?



Possible types of policy solutions

■ Taxes (adding a new tax, abolishing an old tax, changing a tax)

■ Regulation (tightening or loosening standards, banning something entirely)

■ Subsidies and grants

■ Service provision (new/expanded services, better outreach for specific 
communities, synergizing existing delivery systems)

■ Agency budgets (increase or decrease funding)

■ Education (raise consciousness, culture change, professionalize service 
providers)

Source: Eugene Bardach. A Practical Guide for Policy Analysis.



Choosing your decision-maker

■ Choose a level
– Health system, community, city, county, state, federal, international

■ Pick a role to target

■ Who is currently in that role? Are they likely to agree with you?



Breakout Rooms - Choosing Our 
Issue
■ Decide on an issue 

■ Identify a possible policy solution

■ Choose your decision maker



Interest Groups in Advocacy



Stakeholder Mapping

Answers two key questions:

■ Do groups support you or not?

■ How powerful are they?



Breakout Rooms – Stakeholder 
Mapping

■ Which groups care about this issue?

■ Do they support or oppose?

■ How powerful are they?

■ How could you neutralize opposition 

        or gain support?



Building your coalition!

Review the stakeholders that you mapped. Who would you like to invite to join 
your coalition?

■ What is the name of your coalition?

■ What results can be achieved together? What interests do you have in 
common? 

■ What partners’ strengths can the collaboration utilize? 

■ Where are the weaknesses in the collaboration?

■ How would you approach this stakeholder? What’s in it 
for them?



Take-home points!

■ Advocacy can be fun!

■ Do your research

■ Build or join a coalition… No one can do this work alone!

■ Decision-makers will care when the public cares and when stakeholders care

■ Policy change is incremental … take care of yourself along the way!



“Unless someone like you cares a 
whole awful lot, nothing is going to 
get better. It’s not.”

- The Lorax by Dr. Seuss


